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Preface

In 1969, a research workshop named “Mőssbauer Spectroscopy in Biological

Systems” was held in Robert Allerton Park in Illinois. In the proceeding

of the workshop, Cyrus Levinthal pointed out the following paradox[1]. In

protein conformations, “there are indeed certain structural restrictions in a

polypeptide structure.” For example, some types of bonds restrict adjacent

atoms to trigonal planar, tetrahedral or others. Under the restrictions on

bond angles,

Considerations of such factors allow us to predict only 450

degrees of freedom in a protein structure containing 150 amino

acids, for example. Of these 450 degrees of freedom, 300 would

be due to rotations and 150 would be due to relative bond angles

of the side chains

Even if we knew these angles to better than a tenth of a radian,

there would be 10300 possible configurations in our theoretical pro-

tein. In nature, proteins apparently do not sample all of these

possible configurations.
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This is a well-known paradox named Levinthal’s paradox. On the other hand,

he also mentions the possible energy profiles in a folding process as follows.

We feel that protein folding is speeded and guided by the rapid

formation of local interactions which then determine the further

folding of the peptide. This suggests local amino acid sequences

which form stable interactions and serve as nucleation points in

the folding process. Then, is the final conformation necessarily

the one of lowest free energy? We do not feel that it has to be.

It obviously must be a metastable state which is in a sufficiently

deep energy well to survive possible perturbations in a biological

system. If it is the lowest energy state, we feel it must be the

result of biological evolution; i.e., the first deep metastable trough

reached during evolution happened to be the lowest energy state.

The concrete hypothesis for “the result of biological evolution” was mentioned

in 1980s by Go’s “consistency principle” [2] and sophisticated by Bryngelson

and Wolynes’s “the principle of minimum frustration” [3]. Levinthal also

mentioned about the relation between folding and amino acid sequence.

You may then ask the question, “Is a unique folding necessary

for any random 150-amino acid sequence?” and I would answer,

“Probably not.” Some experimental support for this statement

comes from the difficulty many of me are all too aware of in

attempting to crystallize peptides.”

In 1990s, protein energy landscape resulting from “biological evolution”

is elucidated in model systems. In 1992, Onuchic and his coworkers eluci-
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dated “folding funnel” in a lattice protein model, which consists of 27 bead

chain expected to form a 3 × 3 × 3 lattice. Onuchic and his coworkers ran-

domly gave contact energies, conducted Monte Carlo simulation, and saw

funnel-like energy profile along folding process. In 1991 and 1994 [4, 5]

Shakhnovich, Karplus and their coworkers systematically investigated the

model and its folding processes in Monte Carlo simulation. In the paper pub-

lished in 1994[4], they investigate 200 model proteins with randomly given

contact energies. 30 models were folded within 5 × 107 Monte Carlo steps

and each of folded model had a pronounced energy minimum as a native

(3 × 3 × 3 cubic) state. They also introduced a reaction coordinate of the

folding process as numbers of native contacts. Along the reaction coordi-

nate, the funnel shape appears again. In 1995, Onuchic, Wolynes, and their

coworkers have discussed the relationship between folding funnel and config-

uration (Levinthal’s) entropy SL = kB ln(N(E)) [6], where kB, and N(E) are

Boltzmann constant, and the number of states to be searched, respectively.

They visualized a schematic folding funnel for a more realistic 60 amino acid

three letter codes model (i.e., a protein model consist from three kinds of

beads) corresponding to a helical protein. The funnel expresses the molten

globule (i.e. compact and partially folded conformations) region, the tran-

sition state ensemble (a transition state region representing an ensemble of

structures that acts as boundaries of folding/unfolding reactions), and the

locally glassy (i.e., no pronounced energy minimum) region.

The studies of folding funnel help us to understand how protein-like model

folds. However in reality, a protein has an energy surface in space with

gigantic degrees of freedom (dimension), so that one needs to use a method
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to project the energy landscape in very high dimensional space into one or

two dimensional space.

In 1997, Becker and Kerplus introduced, so called, Disconnectivity graph(DG)

[7] to visualize the characteristic topography of a potential energy surfaces.

Since the potential energy surface can be derived by ab initio (quantum

chemical, electronic state) computation, the graph can reflect the energy

profiles of molecular conformations. The method was applied to various sys-

tems, such as not only small proteins (e.g. GB1: B1 domain of protein G[8],

beta3s: the 20-residue miniprotein[9], three-color 46-bead model (BLN))[10],

but also molecular clusters[11], cluster molecules[11], and some mesoscopic

systems consisting of rigid building blocks[12, 13].

The story of this thesis starts from describing the details of DG and its

variants. I propose another DG, which shed light on another feature of an

energy landscape of molecule(s).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Markovian dynamics on complex reaction networks [14] are one of the

most intriguing subjects in a wide range of scientific and engineering research

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

topics such as chemical reaction, protein folding and functions, metabolic

networks, pharmacokinetics, epidemics, ecology, social networks, social net-

works, neural networks, evolutionary game theory networks, and petri nets as

listed in a review 14. In addition to these topics, various dynamical systems

has been approximated by Markov chain such as standard dynamical systems

[15–17] (e.g., Henon map [15], Chua circuit [15], Lorentz attractor [16], Ikeda

attractor [16], and standard map [17]), molecular dynamics [18–21], celestial

mechanics and mission design [22, 23], epidemics (dynamical systems point of

view) [24–27], neural dynamics [28, 29] by discretizing (i.e., approximating

with discrete spectrum and its eigenfunctions) Perron-Frobenius Operator

(e.g., Forkker-Plank Operator, Liouville Operator).

Especially in molecular dynamics, recent developments of experimental

technologies and drastic improvement of computer performance elucidate

more complex but more accurate nature of large molecules. These devel-

opments and improvements allow me to obtain detailed descriptions of rate

equations[30, 31] or an energy surface which dynamics of a molecule follows

[32–35]. However, its gigantic degree-of-freedoms prevent me from making a

bridge between experimental data and theories of molecular dynamics. En-

ergy landscape[33, 36] is one of the versatile concepts to understand feature

of complex, global energy profile of molecule(s) and has been discussed in

wide range of model systems: proteins [8–10], molecular clusters[11], atomic

clusters[11], and some mesoscopic systems consisting of rigid building blocks

[12, 13]. One of the most popular techniques to visualize the topographi-

cal features underlying energy landscapes is the disconnectivity graph (DG)

[7, 11, 33, 37–40].
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The original DG is based on the information of the sequence of minimum-

saddle-minimum-· · · on the underlying multi-dimensional potential energy

surface, and captures “disconnected” components (energetically inaccessible

regions at a given total energy E [7]). The component can be extracted by the

list of saddle point energies E‡ij between basin i and basin j. If E‡ij is less than

E, then basins i and j are considered to be connected (energetically mutually

accessible). The algorithm assigns basins i and j to the same superbasin, if

E is larger than E‡ij. Free energy DGs were also proposed for free energy

landscapes in which energy basins are grouped together if the free energies

of activation are less than either thermal energy [7] or a certain threshold for

free energies of activation of a pair of basins to be grouped or unified [9, 41].

To incorporate multiple pathways, the transition disconnectivity graph

(TRDG) was developed to transform a reaction network with the equilibrium

distribution into an energy landscape, which is based on rates across the

network. [39] TRDG searches for a set of dividing surfaces (termed “cuts” in

graph theory [42]) that form boundaries of two disjoint subnetworks over a

given network. Each dividing surface is a bottleneck of gross rate (equilibrium

flow) between a pair of nodes [43, 44](i.e., a node in one subnetwork and

the other node in another subnetwork). The TRDG visualizes hierarchical

relation (Lemma 8.35 in Ref. 44) of the dividing surfaces defined for all pairs

of nodes. There exist cases in which the dividing surface minimizing the gross

rate partitions a single node out of all nodes.[45, 46] The TRDG procedure

includes a protocol to overcome this issue [39, 45, 46] but this protocol is

only effective under certain limited conditions.

In this thesis, an another DG including a new clustering method (incor-
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porating network transition state) and visualization technique is introduced.

The method visualizes hierarchical organization of reaction timescales which

provides more direct intuition in experiment than profiles of an energy sur-

face, which has been visualized by DGs. The method is demonstrated by

using a reaction network of an organic reaction derived from ab initio (quan-

tum chemical, electric state) computation: the reaction network of Claisen

rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether (AVE) consisting of 23 nodes and 66 links

(saddles on the energy landscape) connecting them. The method obtains

accurate overall rate constant between 10 elementary states (reactant super-

basin) and 13 elementary states (product superbasin). I compare the kinetic

properties of my disconnectivity graph to those of the transition matrix of

the rate equations. My graph can properly reveal the hierarchical organiza-

tion of timescales in a network and indicate existence of stiff substructures

within each superbasin.

In chapter 2, the method proposed in this thesis will briefly explained.

In chapter 3, basic theories, methods, and mathematics for the developed

method are explained in detail. In chapter 4, the method I developed is ex-

plained. In chapter 5, the developed method is demonstrated on five state and

three state illustrative Markov chains. In chapter 6, the developed method

is applied to a reaction network derives from ab initio computation, and

how the method deciphers timescale nature of reaction networks is shown.

Finally, I conclude in chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Abstract of Proposed Methods

Let me first explain my approach briefly. Suppose that a reaction network

is composed of nine nodes V = {1, 2, . . . , 9} corresponding to 9 different

chemical species, with each reaction associated with a rate constant kij (i.e.,

kii = 0)between the nodes i, j ∈ V (see Fig. 2.1(a)). For each ∀i ∈ V , one

can define first-order rate equation:

d

dt
[Xi] =

∑
j∈V

(kij[Xj]− kji[Xi]) ,

where [Xi] denotes the density of ith species (i = 1, . . . , n).

By using the solution of the equations, I will introduce Timescale of Reac-

tion, Network Transition States. Then, I propose Hierarchical Organization

of Network TS and visualization method of it.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. ABSTRACT OF PROPOSED METHODS

2.1 Timescale of Reaction

Let me show relation between rate constants and timescale to react. The

escaping process from a species i is described by

d

dt
[Xi] =

∑
j∈V

−kji[Xi],

The solution of this equation is [Xi](∆t) = [Xi](0) exp[−∆t
∑

j∈V kji]. From

the solution one can derive probability to be remain in the spices i at ∆t is

e−ki∆t, where ki :=
∑

j∈V kji. Hence, the escaping probability within time

∆t is

Fescape(t) := 1− e−ki∆t,

so that the expectation time to escape is

∫ ∞
0

t
d

dt
Fescape(t)dt = 1/ki.

Therefore 1/ki is expectation time to react from the species i.

2.2 Network Transition State

When one is only capable of observing longer timescales than elementary re-

actions, it is expected that one observes coarse-grained reaction network. To

visualize hierarchical relation of coarse-grained networks over a observation

timescale, one should find sets of species which are indistinguishable in a

timescale. Such coarse-graining will be achieved when overall reactions have

slower timescales than that of equilibration in coarse-grained states. It seems
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that overall rate constant relate to such coarse-graining, however, there are

unstable species that are difficult to visit but easy to return back.

Let me introduce overall rate constants of the forward kf and backward kb

reactions. Here, I seek the cut across the network satisfying that the larger

overall rate constant of forward and backward reactions is the minimum over

all the possible cuts: min max{kf , kb}. Let me say this is the longest reaction

timescale of reaction over all the possible cut.

2.3 Hierarchical Organization of Network TS

Let me show the cut schematically in Fig. 2.1. Let me say that the resultant

disjoint subnetworks by the cut: R and P (i.e., R = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and P =

{6, 7, 8, 9}). Hereafter I use the term ‘superbasin’ S to refer to a subnetwork

(i.e. a set of nodes and links connecting them) whose total number of nodes

is more than one.

Next, I seek to further divide the superbasins R and P into smaller su-

perbasins individually. Let the resulting superbasins in R be Rα(= {1, 2, 3})

and Rβ(= {4, 5}); let the timescale of reactions from Rα or Rβ to P are

still 1/kR. Until the resulting superbasins cannot be divided further into

smaller basins (i.e., single basins), I proceed to divide each superbasin into

smaller ones hierarchically. I can visualize such hierarchical organization of

timescales existing in networks as in Fig. 2.1-(b).

When I refer timescales of reactions, i.e., the inverse of overall rate con-

stants, I instead have two values between R and P, that is, 1/kR for the

forward reaction and 1/kP for the backward reaction. Here I introduce ‘a
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pair of points’ to represent 1/kR and 1/kP that are connected with each other

vertically so that the high (low) point is max{1/kR, 1/kP} (min{1/kR, 1/kP})

at the same position along the horizontal axis as in Fig. 2.1-(b). I term such

a pair of points as ‘vertex pair’ or ‘TS’ hereinafter.

(Super)basins with shorter (longer) reaction timescales are placed to the

left (right) of the vertex pair along the horizontal axis in Fig. 2.1-(b). In

this example, because 1/kR < 1/kP, the superbasin R (P) is placed to the

left (right) from the TS with the slowest timescale. For shorter timescale,

the superbasins are further decomposed such that, e.g., R is decomposed

into Rα = {1, 2, 3} and Rβ = {4, 5}. Similarly, Rα (Rβ) are placed to

the left (right) from the new TS, because 1/kRα < 1/kRβ . To clarify from

which “parent” superbasin “children” (super)basins originate, children are

connected to their parent so that one point in the parent vertex pair of

min{1/kRparent , 1/kPparent} (in this example, 1/kR) is connected to another

point in the child vertex pair of min{1/kRchild
, 1/kPchild

} (in this example,

1/kRα). Likewise, this procedure is continued until each of the resulting su-

perbasins reach to a single basin. One can see that the order (or index) of

basins (i.e., nodes) is, hence, determined so as to reflect such hierarchical

nature of timescales in the network. Importantly, the tree graph structure

thus constructed can tell us in what timescale each reaction occurs.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic illustration of transformation from a network to
a tree of reaction timescale hierarchy. (a) a reaction network composed of
nine nodes with rate constants k between them (links). (b) a tree of reac-
tion timescale hierarchy representing the hierarchical organization of reaction
timescales from (super)basins in the network. In (a), each gray ellipse rep-
resents each (super)basin R,Rα,Rβ,Rαα,Pα, and Pβ. Each large arrow rep-
resents transition between the subnetworks with the overall rate constants,
e.g., kR. The color grade of ellipses, and large arrows represent the extent of
timescale of a reaction: the darker the color, the faster the timescale.
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Chapter 3

Backgrounds and Reviews

In this chapter, basic theories, algorithms, and mathematics relating to the

developed methods are explained in detail.

In the first two sections: Sec. 3.1 Basics of Graph and Sec. 3.2 Non-

negative Matrix, I introduce basic notations and mathematics for network

theory.

Then, in the following three sections: Sec. 3.3 Transition State Theory,

Sec. 3.4 Discrete Time Markov Chain, and Sec. 3.5 Disconnectivity Graphs,

I will introduce basic theories and mathematics for relation between a energy

landscape and a reaction network.

Finally, in the last two sections: Sec. 3.6 Clusterings for Disconnectiv-

ity Graphs, and Sec. 3.7 Combinatorial Search on Graph, I will introduce

clustering methods and algorithms for visualizations of a reaction network.

11
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3.1 Basics of Graph

Let me introduce definitions for a graph [42]. For a set of nodes (vertices)

V and set of links (edges) E(= V × V ) between them, a graph G = (V,E) is

defined. G is directed graph (digraph) when its edges (i, j), (j, i) ∈ E(i, j ∈

V ) are not equal (i, j) 6= (j, i), or else G is called undirected graph. One can

define a subgraph having a subset of nodes S ⊂ V and all the links between

them. The subgraph is called vertex-induced subgraph.

w : E →= [0,∞) is called edge weight. To simplify later explanation, let

me introduce the following definition:

∀S, T ⊂ V, w[S, T ] :=
∑

i∈S,j∈T

w[i, j]. (3.1)

If w[i1, i2], . . . , w[ik−1, ik] are positive, then i1, (i1, i2), i2, . . . , ik−1, (ik−1, ik), ik

is called a path of length k − 1 from i1 to ik. For the later simplicity, let me

call a path when the length of the path is not specified.

If any two of its vertices are linked by a path in G then the graph is

called connected. If there are paths from i to j and vice versa for all i, j ∈ V ,

then the graph (subgraph) is called strongly connected (strongly connected

component). For the later simplicity, let me call a network as a connected

graph.

Later I will explain that the reaction network having the equilibrium

should be strongly connected.
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3.2 Non-negative Matrix

In this section, I will introduce the mathematical property of the non-negative

matrices. In Sec. 3.4 I will introduce relation between rate equation Eq. (3.7)

and (discrete time) Markov chain Eq. (3.11). The properties of the non-

negative matrices gives existence of unique steady distribution of Markov

chain, ergodicity (see Sec. 3.4.2 for more detail).

3.2.1 Irreducibility

Non-negative matrix A is irreducible, iif (if and only if) there exists k for

all i, j such that a
(k)
ij is positive, where a

(k)
ij := (Ak)ij is i, jth element of

matrix Ak. In addition, a non-negative matrix is called reducible, if it is not

irreducible.

For example,

A =

A11 ∗

O A22


is reducible. Because

Ak =

Ak11 ∗

O Ak22

 .

Hence, there are no k for i > j such that a
(k)
ij .

Notice that it is trivial by definition that matrix W = (w[i, j]) is irre-

ducible iif graph G is strongly connected.
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3.2.2 Perron-Frobenius Theorem

Let me introduce spectral radius of a matrix A as ρ(A) := maxk |λk|, where

λk is an eigenvalue of A. For irreducible, non-negative matrix, the following

strong theorem holds.

Notice that, a vector, all the elements of which is positive, is called posi-

tive vector.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Perron-Frobenius)

If a Matrix A is irreducible and non-negative, the followings hold.

• ρ(A) is an eigenvalue of A, and the eigenvalue is simple.

• ρ(A) > 0 and there is a positive eigenvector associated with ρ(A).

proof. (See textbook 66)

The theorem provides a necessary condition of existence of equilibrium dis-

tribution π on reaction network.

If A is positive and irreducible, the theorem become simplified as follows:

Theorem 3.2.2 (Perron)

If a matrix A is irreducible and positive, the followings hold.

• λ1 = ρ(A) is the only eigenvalue of A satisfying |λ1| ≥ ρ(A).

• ρ(A) > 0 and there is a positive eigenvector associated with ρ(A).

proof. (See textbook 66)
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Later, I will sate that a ∆t(> 0) time step transition-probability matrix

derived from a rate equations satisfying detailed balance is positive, so that

we use the latter theorem. Notice that, the latter theorem is not holds for

all the Markov chains, since Markov chain is able to have zero transition

probability.

3.2.3 Period of Matrix

Some non-negative matrices have eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λσ satisfying ρ(A) =

|λk| (k = 1, . . . , σ). The eigenvalues can be written as λk = |ρ(A)| exp[2πi k
σ
].

σ is called period of the matrix A. Note that, if a matrix A has σ > 1(σ = 1)

then A is periodic (aperiodic).

It is trivial that if a transition-probability matrix is periodic, then the

matrix does not have a unique steady distribution.

3.3 Transition State Theory

The transition state theory (TST)[47–53] is a theory to estimate a rate con-

stant. In this section, I will introduce background, form of rate constant,

hypothesise of the theory, and exceptional cases.

3.3.1 Background

One of the oldest empirical law of rate constant is found in 1889 by Svante

Arrhenius known as Arrhenius plot(equation).

k = Ae−Ea/RT , (3.2)
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where A is pre-exponential factor, Ea is activation energy, R is gas constant,

and T is Temperature. After his finding, it was found that many reaction

follow the law, but it was also found non-Arrhenius type systems.

3.3.2 Rate Constant

In 1935, H. Eyring [54], and M. Evans and M. Polanyi [55] introduce Transi-

tion State Theory (TST) independently to estimate rate constant statistical

mechanically. The form of rate constant they introduce is

k = (kBT/h) exp[−∆G‡/RT ] (3.3)

= (kBT/h)e∆S‡/Re−∆H‡/RT , (3.4)

where kB is Boltzmann constant, h is Planck constant, ∆G‡ is free energy

(Gibbs energy) of activation, ∆H‡ is enthalpy of activation, and ∆S‡ is

entropy of activation. Note that the last equality is from relation ∆G =

−T∆S + ∆H. Hence, roughly A ≈ (kBT/h)e∆S‡/R and Ea ≈ ∆H‡.

3.3.3 Hypothesise

To derive the relation, Eyring assume three things[53]: Transition State(TS),

Quasi-equilibrium, existence of Reaction Coordinate.
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Transition State

To assume rate constant, he introduce transition state (TS) between reactant

(Re) and product (Pr)

Re −−→←−− TS −−→ Pr.

He assumes all the molecule passing through the TS should not return back to

the reactant. From this formulation, the rate constant is able to be estimated

by

kRe→Pr =
kTS→Pr[TS]eq

[Re]eq

. (3.5)

Quasi-equilibrium

To compute the rate constant, kTS→Pr[TS]eq and [Re]eq should be derived.

To derive these, Eyring assumes equilibrium between TS and Re so that

[TS]eq and [Re]eq attains equilibrium distribution. This condition is called

quasi-equilibrium.

In order to estimate these, one should use statistical mechanics. If the

system is under equilibrium, density of molecular spices [X]eq is in proportion

to probability to be observed as X:

[X]eq ∝
∫

X

ρdΩ

where ρ is equilibrium distribution, Ω is sample space, and X is area of spices

X.
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Reaction Coordinate

The numerator of Eq.(3.5) is flux from TS to Pr. In order to derive these

statistical-mechanically, one should introduce reaction coordinate q‡ and di-

viding surface {(p, q)|s(p, q) = 0}.

The flux from TS to Pr can be derived

kTS→Pr[TS]eq ∝
∫

TS

χRJρRdΩ

where J(p, q) is flux function, χR(p, q) is a simple function which takes 1 at

reactive area, where trajectories are reactive in phase space, and TS is area

of TS.

The flux function J(p, q) should defined on a dividing surface {(p, q)|s(p, q) =

0}, a (codimension one) surface dividing phase space into Re and Pr. Typi-

cally, the dividing surface is defined on the origin of reaction coordinate, i.e.,

q‡ = 0, so that J = δ(s(q))∇qs(q)dq/dt = δ(q‡)dq‡/dt. If q‡ = 0 is a saddle

point of potential energy surface, the reactive area on the dividing surface is

approximately area satisfying p‡ > 0. 1 Therefore, the simple function can

be rewritten as χR := Θ(p‡). The error of this estimation has been corrected

by transmission coefficient κ, a empirical parameter.

Typically area of Re is a potential energy basin and that of TS is ridge

given by s(q)(= q‡) = 0 which is boundary of Re and Pr basins; and the

former is approximated from the local minimum and the latter is from a

1This assumption is known as point of no return. The assumption is not always true, be-
cause some trajectories recross the surface (overestimation) and/or quantum wave packet
has tunnelling effect (underestimation). To correct these effect empirically, transmission
coefficient κ has been introduced.
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saddle point (local minimum on the ridge but not the minimum of a basin).

By using relation dqj/dt = mjpj,

kRe→Pr =
ZTS

ZRe

e−
−∆E‡
RT

∫
p‡

m‡
e
− p
‡2/2m‡
kBT Θ(p‡)

dp‡

h

where ∆E‡ is difference between the saddle point energy and the minimum

point energy of basin Re, and ZX :=
∫

X
ρdΩ is partition function of X. Let I

introduce free energy of X: FX by

FX = −RT ln[ZX].

Typically, chemical reactions proceed under constant pressure, so that the

equilibrium distribution is estimated by isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT

ensemble: number of molecule N , pressure P , and temperature P is con-

stant). Under the condition, the free energy (invariant) of the system is

Gibbs energy FX = GX. By using

∫
p‡

m‡
e
− p
‡2/2m‡
kBT Θ(p‡)

dp‡

h
=
kBT

h
,

one derive (3.3) for free energy of activation of a reaction Re −−→ Pr:

∆G‡Pr,Re := G‡Pr,Re:TS−GRe, where G‡Pr,Re:TS is the free energy of the transition

state (the ridge being boundary of Re and Pr).
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3.3.4 Exceptional Cases

Although the theoretical formulation has not been achieved yet, there exist

exceptional cases, e.g. barrierless reaction[56, 57], reaction associated with

potential energy ridge accompanied with higher index saddles[58–60], and

dynamical effect in the reaction process under high energy condition[61–65].

3.4 Discrete Time Markov Chain

Markov chain (or more precisely discrete-time Markov chain: DTMC) is

defined on set of states V = {1, 2, . . . } and by transition probabilities between

them (i.e., i, j ∈ V, p∆t[i|j]).

Some reaction network can be translated into a special class of Markov

chain known as ergodic and reversible Markov chain. However, There are

some Markov chains that do not satisfy such properties. For example, some

of the Markov chains do not have a unique steady distribution even after

infinite iteration. In this section I will introduce necessary conditions to

achieve them.

3.4.1 DTMC Derived from Rate Equation

1st Order Rate Equations

Let me consider a reaction network that consists of n chemical species X1, . . . ,Xn

and first-order rate equations between them:

d

dt
[Xi] =

∑
j 6=i

(kij[Xj]− kji[Xi]) ,
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where [Xi] denotes density of the species Xi (i = 1, . . . , n).

kij :=

mij∑
k=1

kBT

h
exp[−∆G

(k)‡
ij /RT ],

is a reaction rate constant for a reaction from Xj to Xi. ∆G
(k)‡
ij = G

(k)‡
ij −Gj

is a free energy of activation for the reactions between the ith and the jth

chemical species and the free energy of the jth chemical species Gj. G
(k)‡
ij

is the free energy of the kth reaction channel, out of mij reaction channels.

Note that G
(k)‡
ij = G

(k)‡
ji holds.

In addition, let the reaction network be strongly connected. Under the

setting, the reaction network has a unique steady distribution (see Sec.3.4.1

and Sec.3.2.2); and it satisfies detailed balance:

kijπj = kjiπi (3.6)

because of kijπj = kjiπi ∝ exp[G
(k)‡
ij /RT ]. The steady distribution π satisfy-

ing detailed balance is called the equilibrium distribution.

Let me use another expression for these rate equations

d

dt
[X] = M [X], (3.7)

where [X] := ([X1], . . . , [Xn])T denotes the density (column) vector, [X]T its

transpose of the vector [X], and M := K−∑n
j=1 diag[(kj1, . . . , kjn)T] a n×n

matrix with K := (kij) where diag[v] is a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal

element is the ith element of vector v. For the expression, the detailed
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balance can express as

MD = (MD)T. (3.8)

Solution of the Equation

Since the equations are just linear ordinary differential equations, one can

derive the solution of the equations especially when M is diagonalizable:

M = UΛU−1, where U is regular matrix, Λ(= diag[λ1, . . . , λn]) is a diagonal

matrix having eigenvectors of M in its entries. In case, (3.7) becomes

d

dt
U−1[X] = ΛU−1[X].

Hence, by introducing U−1[X] = (y1, . . . , yn)T, the equations consist of

d

dt
yi = λiyi,

for i ∈ V . For each i, the corresponding equation has a solution, i.e. yi(t) =

eλityi(0).

By using matrix exponential:

exp[A] :=
∞∑
k=0

Ak

k!
, (3.9)

the solution of the equation (3.7) can be rewritten as

[X](t+ ∆t) = exp[∆tM ][X](t). (3.10)
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Corresponding Markov Chain

By normalizing the density vector [X], one can derive the equivalent Markov

chain (see Ref. 67 or see in next section)

pt+∆t = P∆tpt, (3.11)

where pt := [X](t)/
∑n

i=1[Xi](t) is a marginal probability vector and P∆t =

(p∆t[i|j]) := exp[∆tM ] is a transition (probability) matrix.

This transformation can be justified if exp[∆tM ] satisfies the following

two conditions:

(i) 1Texp[∆tM ] = 1T,

(ii) for all i, j, (exp[∆tM ])ij ≥ 0,

where 1 = (1, . . . , 1)T.

The statement (i) can be proved[67] by the conservation property of the

rate equation, Eq. (3.7): 1TM = 0⇒ 1Td[X]/dt = 0. In other words, for all

∆t ≥ 0 and for all [X],

1T · [X](t) = 1T · [X](t+ ∆t)

⇔ (1T − 1Texp[∆tM ]) · [X](t) = 0.

The statement (ii) can be proved, since M is a Metzler matrix[68]: a n×n

real square matrix A whose all the off-diagonal entries are non-negative.
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For any Metzler matrix A, there exists a real positive scalar constant

a (> 0) such that (A+ aI) is non-negative (i.e., all the elements of (A+ aI)

are non-negative) where I is an identity matrix. In addition, exp[∆tA] =

exp[∆t(A+ aI)]e−∆ta holds, because A and I commute with each other, i.e.

AI = IA. Hence for all ∆t > 0, exp[∆tA] is non-negative, since e−∆ta > 0.

Positivity of P∆t

If the matrix (A+ aI) is irreducible, then for all i, j(= 1, . . . n), at least one

of non-negative matrices (A + aI)1, (A + aI)2, . . . , (A + aI)n has a positive

i, j element. Hence for all ∆t > 0,

exp[∆t(M + aI)] =
∞∑
k=0

(∆t(M + aI))k

k!
(3.12)

is positive. Therefore exp[∆tM ] is positive, since exp[∆tM ] = exp[∆t(M +

aI)]e−∆ta. Note that (A+ aI) is irreducible iif A is irreducible. It is because

self loops (i.e., link that connects a node to itself) is irrelevant to strong con-

nectedness of a network. Therefore, if the matrix M is irreducible, exp[∆tM ]

is positive.

Therefore, Perron’s theorem holds for a reaction networks defined by (3.3)

and (3.7); and the network has the unique equilibrium distribution.

3.4.2 Ergodicity

If a transition probability matrix of a finite Markov chain is aperiodic and

irreducible, then the matrix is called ergodic. In case, there exists a unique

steady distribution π, because of Perron-Frobenius theorem 3.2.2.
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In addition, some Markov chain has a relation known as reversibility:

P∆tD = (P∆tD)T, (3.13)

where D := diag[π], and XT is transpose of matrix X. This relation is

corresponding to detailed balance which is expected for systems under equi-

librium.

3.5 Disconnectivity Graphs

In this section, I will introduce some visualization methods for energy land-

scapes, i.e. disconnectivity graphs (DSs). Let me briefly summarize the DG

and the variants of the DG. The original DG was proposed in 1997 by O.

M. Becker and M. Karplus [7]. In addition to the DG, another DG, called

canonical DG, was proposed in the same paper. The DG was applied to

free energy surface instead of potential energy surface by D. Evans and D.

Wales, and called free energy DG[37]. These DGs were applied to various

systems, such as not only small proteins (e.g. GB1: B1 domain of pro-

tein G[8], beta3s: the 20-residue miniprotein[9], three-color 46-bead model

(BLN)[10]), but also molecular clusters[11], cluster molecules[11], and some

mesoscopic systems consisting of rigid building blocks[12, 13]. In 2002, the

first top-down type DG was proposed by S. Krivov and M. Karplus[38, 39]

and it called transition DG.

In the following subsections, I will explain about the DG, Canonical DG,

and Transition DG.
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Table 3.1: Variants of Disconnectivity graphs(DSs) and their classification
based on their methods

TS’s (free) energy Free energy of activation
Bottom-up DG[7], Free energy DG[37] Canonical DG[7]
Top-down Transition DG[38, 39] Proposed method

3.5.1 Disconnectivity Graph, and Free Energy DG

Figure 3.1: Potential energy landscape and its disconnectivity graph. (a)
Potential energy surface, a basin and its local minimum energy Ei, a ridge
and its saddle point energy E‡ij. (b) Corresponding network which edges have
saddle point energies and vertices have local minimum energies of basins. (c)
Disconnectivity graph of the potential energy surface.

DG[7] is a visualization method for multi-dimensional potential energy

surface. DG expresses energetically inaccessible (‘disconnected’) subspaces

parametrized by total energy E. This disconnectivity is described by saddle

points (the local minimums of ridges) energy of potential energy surface,

because if the total energy is larger(smaller) than a saddle point energy e.g.,
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E‡ij, adjacent areas are energetically accessible (inaccessible), as shown in

Fig. 3.1-(a). Specifically, a saddle point connects potential energy basin

(adjacent area of a local minimum Ei and that of Ej), e.g., basin i and j or

set of basins.

The change of disconnectivity by energy E increase is similar to pouring

water into surface. If you pour more water into a basin of the surface, water

pool on the basin is getting larger. Then an adjacent basin is flooded with

water. The two pools on the basins connect each other and become a single

pool. Finally, all the pools on the basins connect each other and become a

single pool.

Therefore, by using lits of saddle points energies, e.g., E‡ij and their adja-

cent basins, e.g., ith and jth basins, or by using corresponding network which

edges have saddle point energies and vertices have local minimum energies

of basins as shown in Fig. 3.1-(b), DG can be constructed. For example, as

shown in Fig. 3.1-(c), at first the basin i and j are connected at E = E‡ij.

Then the basins i, j and the basin k are connected at E = E‡ik. Finally, the

basins i, j, k and the basin l are all together at E = E‡kl

Free energy DG[37] is simple extension of DG. The free energy DG uses

list of free energy of ridges, e.g., G‡ij instead of saddle point energies, e.g.,

E‡ij. Since transition state (TS) is typically assigned at a adjacent ridge of a

saddle, one can say that both method use TS’s (free) energy.

The DG and free energy DG are well established projection method of

morphological features of multi-dimensional surface. These DGs were applied

to various systems, such as not only small proteins (e.g. GB1: B1 domain

of protein G[8], beta3s: the 20-residue miniprotein[9], three-color 46-bead
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model (BLN)[10]), but also molecular clusters[11], cluster molecules[11], and

some mesoscopic systems consisting of rigid building blocks[12, 13].

3.5.2 Canonical DG

Figure 3.2: Potential energy landscape and its canonical disconnectivity
graph. (a) Potential energy surface, a basin and its free energy Gi, a ridge
and its free energy G‡ij. (b) Corresponding network which edges have free en-

ergies of activation max{∆G‡ij,∆G‡ji} and vertices have free energy of basins
Gi. (c) Canonical disconnectivity graph of the potential energy surface.

Canonical DG visualize observable set of reactions for given temperature[7]

or timescale[41]. Canonical DG uses list of free energy of activation max{∆G‡ij,∆G‡ji}

instead of TS’s (free) energy. The disconnectivity (originally it considered

as kinetic connectivity) is parametrized by thermal energy RT (or kBT ; it

depends on the physical unit of free energy)[7], or by reaction timescale 1/kij

[41], where T is temperature, R gas constant, kB Boltzmann constant, kij
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rate constant of reaction from j to i. Since this observability is not directly

reflect global dynamics of reaction process, the method have not been applied

possibly due to difficulty of its interpretation.

3.5.3 Transition DG

Figure 3.3: Potential energy landscape and its transition disconnectivity
graph. (a) Potential energy surface, a basin and its free energy Gi, a ridge
and its free energy G‡ij. (b) Corresponding network which edges have TS’s

free energies G‡ij and vertices have free energy of basins Gi. (c) transition
disconnectivity graph of the potential energy surface.

Transition DG express hierarchies of reaction bottle-necks[38, 39]. Tran-

sition DG uses partitions which have the 1st, the 2nd, the 3rd,..., mini-

mum gross equilibrium reaction rate. The y-axis of the graph represent

absolute reaction barrier hight of partition boundary. It is because, reac-

tion rate has relation kij[Xj]eq ∝ exp[−G‡ij/RT ], so that gross reaction rate
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∑
i∈I,j∈J kij[Xj] ∝ exp[−G‡IJ/RT ], where [Xj]eq is equilibrium distribution

of jth chemical species and I, J are disjoint set of nodes.

It was pointed out[39] that the procedure of transition DG conduct par-

titions which are physically unimportant. It is because the gross equilibrium

reaction rate only depend on boundary of partition, but does not depend on

size or depth of partitioned subspace. Therefore, entropic effect is not taken

into account. For some trivial cases, correction method is proposed[39]. How-

ever not only the correction does not improve for the worst case, but also

physical interpretation and when the correction should be made are unclear.

3.6 Clusterings for Disconnectivity Graphs

In this section, I review some clustering methods relating to DG and its

variants. There are two typical approaches to make a cluster from data

points: top-down and bottom-up. Agglomerative clustering[69]: merging

a pair of data points iteratively, is subgroup of the bottom-up clustering

methods. Divisive clustering[69]; partitioning data points into two or more

is subgroup of the top-down clustering methods. The former is used in the

DG[7] and the free energy DG[37], and the latter is used in the transition

DG[38, 39]. My method proposed in Sec.4 uses another Divisive clustering

method.

3.6.1 Agglomerative Clustering

Agglomerative clustering is a bottom-up type clustering method. For given

data points and similarity (e.g., distance between a pair of data points),
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the method merge a pair of data points iteratively. There are several fast

algorithms for agglomerative clusterings, but interpretation is less clear in

relationship between the resultant clusters. This is because that the cluster-

ing is achieved only by similarity of a pair of data points. However, when

the purpose of employing agglomerative clustering is not concern in the re-

lationships between the resultant clusters, the agglomerative clustering gives

you rigorous result with light computation cost, e.g. DG.

Single Linkage

Single linkage[70] is a typical agglomerative method. The DG, free energy

DG, and canonical DG use the method[7, 37].

The method uses list of similarity for each pair of data point (e.g. list of

saddle point energies). The list is sorted in descending order. By looking the

list from the top, the method merges pair of data points having the largest

similarity. By keeping the remaining list, the method merges points having

the next largest similarities.

3.6.2 Divisive Clustering

Divisive clustering is top-down method achieving optimal value of cost func-

tion, so that resultant clusters have clear relationships. In many cases, to

find such clusters, algorithms need to see vast number of combinations: com-

binatorial explosion problem.

Minimum Cut is a problem which has fast algorithms which are free from

combinatorial explosion problem. However in many cases, the combinatorial
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explosion problem is inevitable. Hence, heuristics (approximation method)

have been proposed to approximate optimal clusters with relatively light

computation cost.

Minimum Cut

Minimum (capacity) Cut problem [44] is a problem to find a bipartition which

has the smallest in sum of similarities (capacities) of the boundary edges from

all the other bipartitions. The method need source (start) node s and sink

(target) node t as input, thus the resultant partition is called s, t-Minimum

Cut. For example, if one uses similarity of data points i, j as w[i, j], Mini-

mum Cut provides

min
S⊂V

w[S, Sc],

where s ∈ S, t ∈ Sc. The boundary of the s, t-Minimum Cut will change

only when new source s′ and sink t′ is on the same side in previous partition

(i.e. s, t ∈ S or s, t ∈ Sc); and the resultant new boundary never crosses

the boundary already obtained (Lemma 8.35 in Ref. 44). Because of this

two properties, by recursively applying the s, t-Minimum Cut, one obtains

succinct data structure expressing all the possible s, t-Minimum Cuts. The

data structure is known as Minimum Cut (Gomory-Hu) tree.[43, 44]

However, because Minimum Cut only refer the boundary of cluster, the

cut sometimes partition a network into a single node and the other. This

is know as trivial(unbalanced) cut problem [39, 45, 46]: a typical problem of

Minimum Cut in clustering. There is a method to correct the cases known as

balanced Minimum Cut problem.[39, 45, 46] The correction is made in order
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to balance Minimum Cut. The balanced Minimum Cut balance number of

nodes:

min
S⊂V

(c|S|+ w[S, Sc]),

where |S| is number of node in S, and c is parameter. This balancing makes

relationships between the resultant clusters ambiguous. In addition, if the S

consists of a single node, no correction made.

Transition DG[38, 39] uses Minimum Cut tree to visualize hierarchical

relation of equilibrium flows. The correction is also introduced for transition

DG [39] to find entropically stabilized superbasin. They chose s having the

largest free energy of basin G (corresponding to largest weighted edge degree)

and they chose c variationally (i.e. starting from c = 0, by increasing c the

first transition of boundary is taken.). However, justification of the correction

only by one of the resultant clusters and by addition of the term c|S| has not

been clarified. In addition, c|S| can relate to entropic stabilization in S when

c|S| = π[S](∝ exp[−G/RT ]), but it is not clear for the other case. Thus,

interpretation of the correction is physically ambiguous.

Spectral Clustering

There are several measures to quantify quality of clustering known as clus-

ter fitness measures[69]. One of the well know measure is called graph

conductance[69, 71–77]:

φ(S) := min

{
w[S, Sc]

w[V, Sc]

w[Sc, S]

w[V, S]
.

}
(3.14)
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The graph conductance provides us density of similarities w on boundary

between S and Sc.

If one uses similarity as equilibrium joint probability:

π∆t[i, j] := p∆t[i, j]π[j], (3.15)

the conductance becomes,

φp(S) := max {p∆t[S|Sc], p∆t[S
c|S]} , (3.16)

where

p∆t[S|Sc] :=
π∆t[S, S

c]

π[Sc]
. (3.17)

The meaning of the conductance then is physically clear; transition proba-

bility from an equilibrated superbasin S to the other Sc. This is similar to

quasi-equilibrium approximation in transition state theory.

It is interesting to obtain the cluster attaining the minimum in conduc-

tance: the partition (S, Sc) satisfying φp(S) = minT⊂V φp(T ). Finding the

partition is known as the minimum conductance cut (MCC) problem. The

problem is belong to NP-hard problem [71]; the solution of the problem with

large number of nodes and links is not able to be found by any algorithm in

practically manageable time. Therefore, another algorithms which approx-

imate the solution and find solution quickly are used in practice. However

by following reason, one cannot use approximation algorithms (heuristics) to

obtain the MCC.

To obtain cluster attaining small φ, spectral clustering methods are devel-
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oped [69, 75–78]. For a heuristic of the MCC, the normalized graph Laplacian

L defined by

L = I −D−1/2P∆tD
1/2, (3.18)

was used, where I is an n×n identity matrix, D1/2 = diag[(π[1]1/2, . . . , π[n]1/2)T],

and D−1/2 is the inverse matrix of D1/2. The method conducts one di-

mensional search based on the eigenvector v = (v[1], . . . , v[n])T of the sec-

ond smallest eigenvalue of L. The search is conducted on sorted vertices

{1, . . . , n} to {j1, . . . , jn} in order that the coefficients v[j1], . . . , v[jn] in the

eigenvector are ordered in ascent order as v[j1] ≥ · · · ≥ v[jn] (ordering in de-

scent order also works). Then, by classifying vertices Vk = {j1, . . . , jk} into

S and the rest Sc consequently up to finding the minimum value of φp(Vk)

among all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. It is proved that the obtained value φp is within a

certain bound [69, 72–77].

Finally, it should be noted that although one might imagine that the

eigenvector with the second smallest eigenvalue of L provides the smallest

overall rate constant over the network, i.e., MCC, between two disjoint sub-

networks, it is not necessarily so. One may read its mathematical discussions

in, e.g., Ref. 72–75. In some cases, the MCC and the second minimum con-

ductance cut are very different partitions although their conductance is close

each other. This is a problem when one applies the MCC recursively to

obtain hierarchical organization, because large difference in early partition

possibly makes large difference in the resultant hierarchical organization.
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3.7 Combinatorial Search on Graph

In this thesis, I introduce algorithm to obtain the MCC and MCC-based TST

for network TS. Although the algorithm cannot find solution of problems with

large number of nodes and links, the algorithm is faster than an algorithm

which enumerate of all possible candidates.

Given a set of all the nodes V of a network, let me consider all the possible

bi-partitions of V , i.e., partitions of V into two disjoint subsets S and Sc.

For the number of nodes n, the number of all the possible bi-partitions is

(2n − 2)/2 = 2n−1 − 1, where −2 is to remove cases that either S or Sc is

empty and the multiplication by 1/2 is due to symmetry (S, Sc) = (Sc, S).

In order to obtain the MCC, I use binomial decision tree, which is a naive

but very general graphical tool to enumerate combination of partitions.

3.7.1 Binomial Decision Tree

The binomial decision tree (schematically depicted in Fig. 3.4) forms data

structure for combinatorial enumeration of all the possible series of binomial

decisions. Each series of binomial decisions starts from a single vertex in

the tree (the top rectangle vertex of Fig. 3.4). Each vertex in the tree has

two output branches representing decisions ”true” and ”false” (the arrows

from each rectangle vertex in Fig. 3.4), respectively. A series of decisions or

each path in the tree represents a bit vector b = (b[1], . . . , b[n])T ∈ {0, 1}n

where 1 represents “true” and 0 represents “false”, for example. bit vector

To use the binomial decision tree to enumerate all the possible bi-partitions,

I relate each series of binomial decisions to each bi-partition. To do that,
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it is sufficient to construct a unique bi-partition for each bit vector b, since

each series of binomial decisions can be represented by a unique bit vector b.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

1

2

4

5

k th decision

3

i2∈S i2∈S
c

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

Figure 3.4: Schematic picture of part of a binomial decision tree for five ele-
ments with the branch and bound method. The five elements {i1, . . . , i5} are
to be decided whether ik ∈ S or ik ∈ Sc. Each computation step corresponds
to decision and each gray-rectangle vertex gives the (temporal) classification
of the elements at each decision step. If ik is allocated to Sk (Sc

k), I use a
black (white) disk, and if ik has not yet been allocated, ik is left as it has
been. Each black arrow corresponds to a possible choice of bi-partitioning at
each decision step. Gray dashed lines are some of such choices omitted for
simplicity. The ×-mark on the lower right at fourth decision corresponds to
a situation that one does not need to search any longer along the path. See
Text for more details.

Let {i1, . . . , in} be a permutation of the indices of the nodes V = {1, . . . , n}.

I recursively construct subsets of Vk = {i1, . . . , ik} i.e., Sk and Sc
k(= Vk \ Sk)

(k = 1, · · · , n) along each path of the decision tree as follows: Let S1 = {i1}

and Sc
1 = ∅ be a pair of subsets of V1(= {i1}). Starting from such a pair of S1

and Sc
1, I construct a series of Vk, Sk, and Sc

k (Note that these fixed subsets

do not lose any generality). Suppose that I have constructed Sk−1 and Sc
k−1
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up to (k − 1). Then, I construct Sk and Sc
k such that Sk = Sk−1 ∪ {ik} and

Sc
k = Sc

k−1 if b[ik] = 1 and Sk = Sk−1 and Sc
k = Sc

k−1 ∪ {ik} if b[ik] = 0. If

I continue this recursive construction up to k = n, all the vertices in V are

allocated either Sn or Sc
n and (Sn, S

c
n) becomes a bi-partition of V . By this

procedure, I can construct a unique bi-partition for a given bit vector b.

An example of a decision tree with five elements is shown schematically

in Fig. 3.4. In the tree, the first decision for i1 is unimportant due to the

symmetry (S, Sc) = (Sc, S), and, thus, i1 can be allocated to S1 without any

loss of generality. The second decision for i2 has two possible allocations:

S2 = S1∪{i2}, Sc
2 = Sc

1 and Sc
2 = Sc

1∪{i2}, S2 = S1. The former corresponds

to the left branch and the latter corresponds to the right branch in the figure.

In Fig. 3.4 if ik is allocated to Sk (Sc
k), I draw a black (white) disk, and if ik

has not yet been allocated, ik is left as it has been. Each path from the top to

the bottom of the tree corresponds to a series of decisions; hence the number

of such paths in the tree is equal to the number of possible combinations of bi-

partitions. The number of computation (decision) in the tree is
∑n

k=2 2k−1 =

2n+1 − 2. Hence the computational cost increases exponentially when the

number of elements increases.

3.7.2 Branch and Bound Method

However in some cases, one can limit amounts of computational cost by

using the data structure. Let me consider an optimization problem to find a

partition (S, Sc) yielding the minimum value of some function f(S) among all

the other partitions. For example, suppose that one knows a function g(Sk)
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which monotonically increases as a function of the number of decisions in the

decision tree (k → n) converging into the objective function f(S)(= g(Sn)),

and that one knows a certain bound α such that the optimal answer f(S) is

smaller than that value. Then one does not need to continue to search all the

rest beyond some branch which has a larger value of g(Sk) than the bound α.

Hence, the method to stop searching beyond such branches is called branch-

and-bound method. For example in Fig. 3.4, if one allocates i2, i4 to Sc and

i1, i3 to S, then g(S4) > α, implying that, in the case, regardless of allocation

of i5, f(S) > α.

3.7.3 Searching Order

In general, it is difficult to find the permutation or the order {i1, . . . , in}

that best minimizes the steps of the search (decision) even with the relation

g(Sk) ≤ f(S) and the minimum value of α.

The order {i1, . . . , in} such that it satisfies deg[i1] ≥ · · · ≥ deg[in] is

commonly used, where deg[i] := w[V, i] is edge degree (i.e. π[i]). This choice

was found to be more efficient to accelerate finding combinations to exceed

the bound α.
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Chapter 4

Method

Transition state theories (TST) assume quasi-equilibrium between the reac-

tant state and the transition state (TS), which divides the entire space into

those of the reactant and the product. It needs the existence of timescale sep-

aration between the equilibration within the reactant and transition through

the TS to the product. It is thus natural to define the network TS for re-

action networks on the basis of the timescale separation. Network TS: a

surface dividing the network into two disjoint subnetworks should have the

longest reaction timescale. Compared to referring gross rates [38, 39], there

exist two overall rate constants from one subnetwork to another and vice

versa. I refer the larger overall rate constant and search the cut having the

minimum over all the possible cuts. This cut is known to be minimum con-

ductance cut(MCC) obtained by the minimization of graph conductance φp

[69, 72, 73, 75–78] defined by Eq. (3.16):

φp(S) := max {p∆t[S
c|S], p∆t[S|Sc]} ,

41
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where the set of nodes in a given network V is partitioned into two disjoint

subsets S and its compliment Sc(Sc = V \ S), p∆t[S
c|S] and p∆t[S|Sc] are

transition probabilities from S to Sc and from Sc to S within timescale ∆t,

respectively. In the following, the notation (S, Sc) denotes the partition for

the sake of simplicity.

4.1 Deriving Markov Chain from Rate Equa-

tion

The Markov chain was derived from 1st order rate equation defined in Eq. (3.7)

d

dt
[X] = M [X].

Form the solution (Eq. (3.10)), one can derive the equivalent Markov chain(Eq.(3.11))

pt+∆t = P∆tpt,

where pt := [X](t)/
∑n

i=1[Xi](t) is a marginal probability vector and P∆t =

(p∆t[i|j]) := exp[∆tM ] is a transition (probability) matrix.

The values of p∆t[S
c|S] and p∆t[S|Sc] are defined in Eq. (3.17):

p∆t[S|Sc] :=
π∆t[S, S

c]

π[Sc]
.

The partition (S, Sc) satisfying φp(S) = minT⊂V φp(T ) is called the minimum

conductance cut (MCC) [69, 72, 73, 75–78].
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Notice that after finding the MCC, I can translate the transition proba-

bilities into overall rate constants by using the relation

M = ln[P∆t]/∆t. (4.1)

More specifically, If one can assume equilibration within each resultant su-

perbasin of the MCC S, Sc before the reaction takes place, the transition

probabilities between them is simply written as p∆t[S
c|S] and p∆t[S|Sc]. For

the cases, Eq. (4.1) is

−kSc,S kS,Sc

kSc,S −kS,Sc

 = − ln(1− p∆t[S|Sc]− p∆t[S
c|S])

∆t(p∆t[S|Sc] + p∆t[Sc|S])

−p∆t[S
c|S] p∆t[S|Sc]

p∆t[S
c|S] −p∆t[S|Sc]

 .

(4.2)

4.2 Function for Branch and Bound Method

By using branch and bound method on a decision tree and ψ defined below,

one searches the MCC. The function ψ(Sk;Vk) (corresponding to the function

g(Sk)) is another form of the graph conductance φp(S):

ψ(S) := max

{
π∆t[S

c, S]

min{1
2
, 1− π[Sc]} ,

π∆t[S, S
c]

min{1
2
, 1− π[S]}

}
. (4.3)

The advantage of this form ψ(S) is to provide a function ψ(Sk;Vk)

ψ(Sk;Vk) := max

{
π∆t[S

c
k, Sk]

min{1
2
, 1− π[Sc

k]}
,

π∆t[Sk, S
c
k]

min{1
2
, 1− π[Sk]}

}
. (4.4)
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By using this form, one can prove that ψ(Sk;Vk) monotonically increases as

k increases: ψ(S1;V1) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ(Sn;Vn) = φp(S;V ) = φp(S).

Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose Sn 6= ∅ or Sn 6= Vn.

ψ(Sk;Vk) := max

{
π∆t[S

c
k, Sk]

min{1
2
, 1− π[Sc

k]}
,

π∆t[Sk, S
c
k]

min{1
2
, 1− π[Sk]}

}

satisfy ψ(S1;Vk) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ(Sn;Vn) = φp(Sn;Vn) under the setting described

in chapter 3.

proof.

First I transform the conductance φp to ψ, where S 6= ∅ or S 6= V .

φp(S;V ) = max {p∆t[S
c|S], p∆t[S|Sc]}

= max

{
π∆t[S

c, S]

π[S]
,
π∆t[S, S

c]

π[Sc]

}
= max

{
π∆t[S

c, S]

min{1
2
, π[S]} ,

π∆t[S, S
c]

min{1
2
, π[Sc]}

}
= max

{
π∆t[S

c, S]

min{1
2
, 1− π[Sc]} ,

π∆t[S, S
c]

min{1
2
, 1− π[S]}

}
= ψ(S;V ).

Because of reversibility (corresponding to detailed balance): π∆t[S
c, S] =

π∆t[S, S
c], in the second equality, φp(S;V ) becomes π∆t[S

c, S] divided by

the smaller divisor, either π[S] or π[Sc]. Then, the third equality is due

to min{π[S], π[Sc]} ≤ 1/2 ≤ max{π[S], π[Sc]}. The fourth equality is sim-

ply because π[S] + π[Sc] = 1. Since Sn = S and both π[Sk] and π∆t[Sk, S
c
k]

monotonously increase as k increases, the numerator of ψ(Sk;Vk) monotonously

increases and the denominator of that monotonously decreases as k increases.
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Thus the inequality ψ(S1;V1) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ(Sn;Vn) = φp(S;V ) holds.

4.3 Recursive Partition Scheme with Variable

Divisions

The (first) MCC is naturally regarded as the network TS that dominates

the “slowest” gross reaction over a reaction network. The second procedure

in my algorithm is to further decompose the acquired subnetworks S and

Sc recursively to a set of smaller subnetworks. This provides me with the

hierarchical organization of timescale of reactions buried in a complexity of

networks.

To make the tree graph facilitate that the the lower the hierarchy of the

(super)basins on energy landscape the faster the timescale of reactions escap-

ing from the (super)basins, I introduce a modified recursive partition scheme

below. To avoid confusion, I use the term ‘vertex’ to indicate both vertex

pairs and points without any children (called ‘leaf’ in graph theory[42]) by

which the tree is defined, instead of using the term ‘node’ in the reaction net-

work. For example, let me consider a simple three-states Markov chain given

in Fig. 4.1 and focus only on the gray colored tree graph for the time being.

Each of the three leaves of the gray tree graph in Fig. 4.1 (b) corresponds to

each node in the reaction network in Fig. 4.1 (a).

A set of these leaves is defined by VLeaf := {1, · · · , n}. The rest of all the

vertexes corresponds to the vertex pairs, that is, the MCCs of a hierarchical

bi-partition. In similar to Fig. 5.3, the transition probabilities across the
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Figure 4.1: An illustrative example of a three-states Markov chain that
is inconsistent with desired ordering of timescales by bi-partitioning. (a)
the network of the Markov chain, and (b) its tree graphs. The tran-
sition probabilities p∆t[2|3] ≈ .27, p∆t[3|2] ≈ .35 are smaller than those
p∆t[{1}|{2, 3}] ≈ .61, p∆t[{2, 3}|{1}] ≈ .45. In this case, the partition
({2}, {3}) cannot be regarded as the appropriate partition compared to the
partition ({2, 3}, {1}). See the Text in detail.

children’s MCC is smaller than that of the parental one (i.e., yielding a

larger free energy of activation in the children vertex). Since there must be

n − 1 such vertexes for the hierarchical bi-partition, I denote a set of such

vertexes as VFork := {n + 1, · · · , 2n− 1}. In addition, I denote the set of all

the vertexes of the tree as VTree := VLeaf ∪ VFork.

I check whether the following condition holds or not for all pairs between a

vertex (T, T c) and its parent vertex (S, Sc) where T c := S\T is a complement

of T relative to S:

φp(S;V ) = max{p∆t[S|Sc], p∆t[S
c|S]} < min{p∆t[T |T c], p∆t[T

c|T ]}. (4.5)

This means that reactions across the cut (T, T c) has shorter timescales than

the timescales of reactions across the cut (S, Sc), which is consistent to the

desired hierarchical ordering of timescales. If the condition Eq. (4.5) does
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not hold, such vertex (T, T c) is discarded, and the children of the vertex

(accompanied by a direct descendant) under (T, T c) (i.e., a part of “grand

children” of (S, Sc)) are directly connected to the parent (S, Sc). One can

illustrate this modification by looking into the black tree graph in Fig. 4.1

(b). That is, the vertex (2) has smaller transition probabilities than those of

the parent vertex (1), i.e., violating Eq. (4.5), and, hence, the vertex (2) is

discarded and its children vertexes, that is, the leaves of the tree {2} and {3},

become directly connected to the vertex (1) (namely, adopted as ‘children’

of the vertex (1)). Then, the new vertex (1’) is interpreted as ‘tri-partition’

as in Fig. 4.1 (a).

Likewise, starting from vertexes whose children are all leaves toward the

root vertex[42] (i.e., the ‘ancestor’ vertex of all vertexes), I first focus on

vertexes whose children are all leaves and check whether Eq. (4.5) holds be-

tween each of these vertexes and its parent. I discard some vertexes such

that Eq. (4.5) does not hold with their parents, and adopt the children of

the discarded vertexes as new children of the grand parent simultaneously

at the generation of the vertexes whose children are all leaves. Next I check

and adopt recursively from the generation to the next generation (i.e., the

parents and the grand parents,. . ., after modifiying the relation between ver-

texes whose children are all leaves and their parents) until Eq. (4.5) becomes

satisfied for all remaining (child-parent relationship’s) pairs of vertexes or

vertexes in question along the algorithm are adopted to the root vertex.
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Chapter 5

Demonstration in Model

Systems

5.1 A Five State Markov Chain and Partition

Methods

In this section, I demonstrate my algorithm by using a five-states Markov

chain showing in Fig. 5.1-(a). I briefly explain a drawback of defining a

network TS by minimizing flux over networks. The stationary flow π∆t is

given in Table 5.1 and in Fig. 5.1-(a).

Table 5.1: π∆t[i, j] and π[i].

i j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 j = 5 π[i]
1 0.096 0.032 0.041 0.001 0.022 0.192
2 0.032 0.050 0.016 0.001 0.001 0.100
3 0.041 0.016 0.122 0.064 0.001 0.244
4 0.001 0.001 0.064 0.137 0.071 0.274
5 0.022 0.001 0.001 0.071 0.095 0.190

49
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Figure 5.1: A five-states Markov chain. The thickness of links (including
self-transitions, i.e., self-loops) reflects the size of π∆t[i, j]. (a) π∆t[i, j], (b)
The first MCC to separate the whole network into two disjoint subnetworks
{1, 2, 3} and {4, 5}, (c) The second MCC to separate the whole network into
two disjoint subnetworks {1, 2, 5} and {3, 4}, (d) A cut to most minimize the
flux over the entire network, that is, ({2}, {1, 3, 4, 5}).

Table 5.2: The list of all the possible partitions and their related quantities.

S Sc π∆t[S, S
c] π[S] π[Sc] φp(S;V ) p∆t[S

c|S] p∆t[S|Sc]
1 2, 3, 4, 5 0.096 0.192 0.808 0.500 0.500 0.119
2 1, 3, 4, 5 0.050 0.100 0.900 0.500 0.500 0.056
3 1, 2, 4, 5 0.122 0.244 0.756 0.500 0.500 0.161
4 1, 2, 3, 5 0.137 0.274 0.726 0.500 0.500 0.189
5 1, 2, 3, 4 0.095 0.190 0.810 0.500 0.500 0.117

1, 2 3, 4, 5 0.082 0.292 0.708 0.281 0.281 0.116
1, 3 2, 4, 5 0.136 0.436 0.564 0.312 0.312 0.241
1, 4 2, 3, 5 0.231 0.466 0.534 0.496 0.496 0.433
1, 5 2, 3, 4 0.147 0.382 0.618 0.385 0.385 0.238
2, 3 1, 4, 5 0.140 0.344 0.656 0.407 0.407 0.213
2, 4 1, 3, 5 0.185 0.374 0.626 0.495 0.495 0.296
2, 5 1, 3, 4 0.143 0.290 0.710 0.493 0.493 0.201
3, 4 1, 2, 5 0.131 0.518 0.482 0.272 0.253 0.272
3, 5 1, 2, 4 0.215 0.434 0.566 0.495 0.495 0.380
4, 5 1, 2, 3 0.090 0.464 0.536 0.194 0.194 0.168
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Let me compare the (first) MCC and the second MCC, and a cut to

minimize the flux over the network. Note that the cut to minimize the flux

over the network could be regarded as a generalization of variational tran-

sition state theories (TST) that have been successfully applied to molecules

[52, 79] to complex reaction networks. The list of all the possible partitions

is shown in Table 5.2. It is found that the MCC is ({1, 2, 3},{4, 5}) (see also

Fig. 5.1-(b)).

If the bound α estimated from the spectral clustering is less than the

second minimum conductance value, then only the possible cut whose con-

ductance value is less than the value of α is the MCC to be acquired. However

in this model, the bound of the spectral clustering (see Theorem 1 in Ref. 72)

is 1.080 (= 2
√
λ , where the λ is the second smallest eigenvalue of the normal-

ized graph Laplacian L), so that there is no guarantee for finding the (first)

MCC in terms of spectral clustering. As demonstrated in the figure, the cut

yielding the second minimum conductance value, i.e., ({1, 2, 5},{3, 4}) with

φp = 0.272 (Fig. 5.1-(c)) is not necessarily close (e.g., in the sense of Ham-

ming distance) to the MCC ({1, 2, 3},{4, 5}) with φp = 0.194 (Fig. 5.1-(b))

even if the conductance values are relatively close to each other.

The cut across which the flux (=gross rate) is minimum, called minimum

capacity cut in graph theory[44], (i.e., corresponding to variational TST) is

given by a cut ({2}, {1, 3, 4, 5}), that is, π({2}, {1, 3, 4, 5}) = 0.050 is the

smallest over those of the other cuts. Note however that this cut has a the

largest gross rate constant in this example (i.e., φp({2}, {1, 3, 4, 5}) = 0.500),

that is, faster timescale across the cut than the timescales across the MCC.

This implies that the cut to minimize the flux over the network does not
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necessarily serve as a reaction barrier. The well-established variational TST

in molecules [52, 79] requires a priori knowledge of an approximate location

of TS, that is, near a saddle linking a pair of basins, and it variationally

optimizes the location of TS so as to minimize the flux locally starting from

the approximate location of the TS. If the variational TST would search the

location of TS more globally over the whole region on a potential energy

surface, without any a priori knowledge on the location of saddle, then the

surface across which the flux is minimized may not be proper for defining

the TS that should dominate the reaction. Referring potential energy land-

scapes, a surface across which the flux is minimized can be located near an

edge of potential energy surface. In case, the shallow basin at high energy

will partitioned by the surface. To such a high potential energy edge, the

system hardly reaches (i.e., a very small transition probability) but easily

goes down to the basin (i.e., a very high transition probability). This is

probably the present situation: in Table 5.2 one can see in this example

that π∆t[{1, 3, 4, 5}|{2}] is the largest (0.500) but π∆t[{2}|{1, 3, 4, 5}] is the

smallest (0.056). One possible prescription proposed previously [39] is to

use the so-called balanced Minimum Cut, that is, roughly corresponding to

finding a cut to minimize the flux under such condition that two disjoint sub-

networks, say, R and P , divided by the cut, have smaller |P | (i.e. number of

nodes in P ) than the minimum capacity cut. This prescription may work for

cases that actual reaction barrier to dominate the timescale of reactions di-

vides the whole space into two subspaces of similar size |S| ≈ |Sc|. However,

in general, one cannot know a priori that this condition is met for a given

network in question.
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5.2 Demonstration of Algorithm

4

3

1

5

2

ik+1∈  Sk+1 ←       4 ∈ S1         → ik+1 ∈ Sk+1

MCC2nd MCC
3rd MCC

ik

(1) (2)

c

(3)

Figure 5.2: Binomial decision tree for a greedy search of the MCC of the
five-states Markov chain in Fig. 5.1 with initial α = 0.3.

In the following, I demonstrate an algorithm in terms of a binomial deci-

sion tree as shown in Fig. 5.2. First, I set a permutation of the indexes of the

nodes to {4, 3, 1, 5, 2} in descending order of their equilibrium distributions

π, π[4] ≥ π[3] ≥ π[1] ≥ π[5] ≥ π[2]. Let me assign 4 ∈ S1 ⊂ V and set

α = 0.3 in the beginning (α was determined using a heuristics described in

the previous chapter). The thick black lines are branches of the binomial

decision tree to enumerate all the possible partitions of the five-states reac-

tion network in Fig. 5.1. The thick gray horizontal lines indicate the first,

second, . . . , the fifth decisions. The MCC-searches are performed along the

branches of the decision tree, and the thin gray lines along the binomial deci-

sion tree indicate “trajectories” of the searches. The stop signs a on the end

of the lines indicate either that searches for the rest of all the branches below

are discarded due to ψ(Sk;Vk) > α at the kth decision (k < n(= 5)) or that

searches ending up with the nth decision have φp(Sn;Vn) whose value is larger

than α. The other signs © and � in the figure indicate the partitions of the
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MCC, and those of the second and third MCCs whose conductance value are

smaller than α, respectively. The search is started from assigning the most

populated node (i.e., node 4 in this example) to a subset S1 and leaving all

the others unassigned (cf. Fig. 2.1). If a trajectory (a thin line) goes to the

left (right) side from the kth decision (e.g., at k = 1 and i1(= 4) ∈ S1), the

next most populated node ik+1 is assigned to the subset Sk+1 (Sck+1) (e.g., at

k = 2, {i1(= 4), i2(= 3)} ∈ S2 in the left branch from the top).

For example, trajectory (1) (the thin line denoted by (1)), all the way

down to the left from the top, reaches the partition ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, ∅). There

exists no actual partition. Hence, I discard such partition. Trajectory (2)

reaching ({1, 3, 4, 5}, {2}) is turned out to have φp({2}) = 0.5 > α. Trajec-

tory (3) discards any further down-search beyond ({1, 3, 4}, {5}) because the

ψ value exceeds α. This implies that these three trajectories do not provide

any candidate of the MCC.

When the algorithm finds partitions that satisfy the condition of φp(S) <

α (indicated as ‘3rd MCC’ and ‘2nd MCC’ in the figure), the value of α

is updated with a smaller conductance value than the smallest one found

so far during the search process. Likewise, my current algorithm searches

trajectories on the binomial decision tree sequentially with updating the value

of α and discarding any further down-search when the ψ value exceeds the

(updated) value of α. This is how my branch-and-bound method works. In

this example, my algorithm reaches the MCC (a circle in Fig. 5.2) and, in

all the rest of searches or trajectories, the condition of φp(S) < α was not

satisfied and thus the MCC and its conductance value α were kept as they

are up to the end of all the searches. Note that the MCC to give the smallest
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conductance value over all the possible cuts are only identified, in principle,

for completing all searches on the binomial decision tree.
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Figure 5.3: Timescale hierarchical tree of the five-states Markov chain in
Fig. 5.1. The gray colored tree graph is based on recursive bi-partitions in
which each resulting subnetwork is divided into two disjoint (sub)networks
in each hierarchical decomposition. The black colored tree graph is based
on a modified recursive partition scheme whose number of divisions changes
adaptively. Since the cut ({1}, {2}) has a longer reaction timescale than
that the cut ({1, 2}, {3}) has, the bi-partition ({1, 2}, {3}) is replaced by
the tri-partition ({1}, {2}, {3}) as the right partition. See the Text in more
detail.

The (first) MCC is naturally regarded as the network TS that dominates
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the “slowest” gross reaction over a reaction network. The second procedure

in my algorithm is to further decompose the acquired subnetworks S and

Sc recursively to a set of smaller subnetworks. This provides me with the

hierarchical organization of timescale of reactions buried in a complexity of

networks. For example if the first partition to yield the MCC is achieved

by (S, Sc) the algorithm is continued to search the MCC for the resulting

subnetworks S and Sc. For instance, the MCC in this five-states Markov

chain is ({1, 2, 3}, {4, 5}). Then I further search the MCCs for {1, 2, 3} and

{4, 5} individually. Here, I consider to search the MCC only for {1, 2, 3}

because it is trivial that the only meaningful partition of {4, 5} is ({4}, {5}).

All the possible partitions of {1, 2, 3} are listed in Table 5.3. According to

Table 5.3, the MCC of {1, 2, 3} is found to be ({1, 2}, {3}) whose value of

the conductance φp(S) is 0.234. Then the MCC of {1, 2} is expected to be

({1}, {2}). Fig. 5.3 gives the corresponding tree graph (gray colored) that is

based on the recursive bi-partitions in which the obtained subnetworks are

imposed to be divided into two disjoint (sub)networks. One can see that

min{p∆t[{1}|{2}], p∆t[{2}|{1}]}(= p∆t[{2}|{1}]) of the partition ({1}, {2})

is larger than max{p∆t[{1, 2}|{3}], p∆t[{3}|{1, 2}]}(= p∆t[{1, 2}|{3}]) of the

partition ({1, 2}, {3}), i.e., the (longer) timescale of the reaction {1} → {2}

exceeds the (shorter) timescale of the reaction {3} → {1, 2}. This is incon-

sistent with expectation that the lower the hierarchy of the (super)basins

on energy landscape, i.e., from “a parent” superbasin to the “children” (su-

per)basins, the faster the timescale of reactions escaping from the children

(super)basins. This is due to the fact that my algorithm is based on bi-

partitions irrespective of which subnetworks are divided. In what follows,
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I present a modified recursive partition scheme whose number of divisions

changes adaptively.

Table 5.3: The list of all the possible cuts of {1, 2, 3} and their related quan-
tities

S Sc π∆t[S, S
c] π[S] π[Sc] φp(S) p∆t[S

c|S] p∆t[S|Sc]
1 2, 3 0.073 0.192 0.344 0.380 0.380 0.212
2 1, 3 0.048 0.100 0.436 0.480 0.480 0.110
3 1, 2 0.057 0.244 0.292 0.234 0.234 0.195
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Chapter 6

Demonstration in Chemical

System

The Claisen rearrangement of AVE [80, 81] proceeds from allyl vinyl ether (3-

(ethenyloxy)prop-1-ene) into 4-Pentenal (pent-4-enal), taking several hours

at room temperature:

CH2−−CH−CH2−O−CH−−CH2

↽−∆−−⇀ CH2−−CH−CH2−CH2−CH−−O.

6.1 Ab Initio Calculation and Rate Constants

The original reaction network was obtained previously by single component

artificial force induced reaction method at B3LYP/6-31G level [80]. In this

study, the reaction network was recalculated by a more accurate computa-

tional method CCSD(T)/jun-cc-pVTZ//M062X/6-311+G(2d,p).

59
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The method searches minima and index-one saddles connecting them. I

here assume that reaction events are dominated mainly through the index-one

saddles as transition state theories assume. Note that my method proposed

in this thesis can be applied to first-order rate equations or a discrete-time

Markov chain, and the approximation based on the transition state theory is

not necessarily required and only for illustrative demonstrations.

6.2 Derived Reaction Network

An ab initio electronic structure calculation of the Claisen rearrangement of

AVE reveals a complex potential energy surface that consists of 23 minima

and 66 saddles linking them[80]. Figure 6.1 presents the reaction network of

the Claisen rearrangement of AVE. Each numbered node in the figure cor-

responds to each potential energy minimum (i.e., conformer) with the cor-

responding energy basin. Each edge/link connecting two nodes corresponds

to the saddle connecting between the two basins. No edge, e.g., between

node 1 and node 6, implies that no saddle connecting between the two was

found by the single component artificial force induced reaction method. The

MCC search and its recursive applications are carried out at temperature

T = 473.15 K(= 200 ◦C) that reflects rate constants between nodes with

∆t ≈ 13 fs. This timescale was chosen such that it is faster than the reaction

timescale between nodes 14 and 15, which is the fastest reaction timescale in

the network, i.e., 1/kMax(= 1/k14,15), such that 1− e−kMax∆t = 0.05.

The dashed line cutting links between nodes 1 and 18 and nodes 7 and

17 is the network TS assigned by the first application of the MCC that has
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the minimum value of graph conductance φp defined by Eq. (3.16). This TS

divides the entire network to the two subnetworks, i.e., a network consisting

of the reactant superbasin (right, 1-10) (AVE) and that of the product su-

perbasin (left, 11-23) (4-petenal). Each arc or ring represents a superbasin in

which the equilibration over a subnetwork occurs for a timescale represented

by the corresponding color-grade (the detailed computation of arc/ring will

be presented in the section of Fig. 6.1). For example, the system is equili-

brated over a subnetwork composed of nodes 14 and 15 within the product

superbasin at the fastest timescale ∼ 10−12.5 s although the equilibration over

a subnetwork composed of nodes 11-15 and that of nodes 16-23 takes a much

longer timescale.

6.3 Computation Cost

For problems which are NP-hard or NP-complete, it is known that the

branch-and-bound method does not improve the worst case computation cost.

However, in practice, the method does improve its cost (e.g. deceleration of

exponential increase of the cost). In case of my algorithm applying to the

reaction network associated with Claisen rearrangement of AVE, while the

maximum number of trajectories to be searched on the binomial decision

tree is
∑23

k=2 2k−1 = 2(223−1 − 1) = 8 388 606 (where 23 is the total number

of nodes (i.e., conformers) and the minus one comes from the fact that the

first decision is unimportant due to the symmetry (S, Sc) = (Sc, S)), the to-

tal number of trajectories actually searched on the binomial decision tree by

setting an initial value of α to an approximate minimum conductance value
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estimated by the spectral clustering (see Preliminary chapter) was found to

be about three times of the depth of the binomial decision tree (i.e., total

number of nodes minus one) ≈ (23−1)×3(= 66). It is noted worthy that to

single out or identify the trajectory ending up with the desired MCC requires,

at least, (23− 1)× 2(= 44), that is, the depth of the tree multiplied by the

factor of two, left and right branches along the trajectory at each decision.

The corresponding tree graph is shown in Fig. 6.2. The vertical axis

gives the inverse of the rate constant kS,T across the network TS from the

(super)basin S to T , and the free-energy-of-activation ∆G‡S,T from the (su-

per)basin S to T . The overall rate constants are derived from Eq. (4.2)

by using the two transition probabilities P∆t[S|T ] and P∆t[T |S] calculated

by Eq. (3.17), and each rate constant is translated into the free-energy-of-

activation by Eq. (3.3) assuming a single reaction channel:

∆G‡ij = −RT ln

[
mij∑
k=1

exp[−∆G
(k)‡
ij /RT ]

]
.

One can easily see the existence of two large superbasins separated by a large

free-energy-of-activation, and more importantly the timescale hierarchy of

reactions, e.g., nodes 14 and 15 are separated by the lowest free-energy-of-

activation over which the system reacts at the fastest timescale.

6.4 Quasi-equilibrium Over Superbasins

Here I scrutinize the validation of the overall rate constant of the Claisen

rearrangement of AVE kRe→Pr(T )(= kPr,Re) whose network TS, as defined
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Figure 6.1: The reaction network of the Claisen rearrangement of AVE. See
the main text for full detail.

by the first application of the MCC, exhibits Arrhenius-type temperature

dependence.

Any form of TS theories assumes quasi-equilibrium before crossing the

TS from the state of the reactant. The quasi-equilibrium results from the

existence of timescale separation between the timescale of relaxation within

the reactant state before transition to the TS and then to the product. Even

for complex reaction networks where several timescales may coexist, it may

be natural to postulate quasi-equilibrium over a subnetwork from which the

reaction occurs, as a generalization of the original TS theories. This corre-

sponds to the situation that any initial condition prepared in the subnetwork

(i.e., the node from which system starts) will be lost, thus providing a unique

overall rate constant from one subnetwork to another.

Whether quasi-equilibrium is approximately attained over the extracted,

network TS can be examined by checking similarity of column vectors of the

n × n transition matrix P∆t as a function of ∆t (n: the number of nodes).
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Figure 6.2: The tree of reaction timescale hierarchy of the Claisen rearrange-
ment of AVE at 437.15K(= 200◦C). The tree is derived from the recur-
sive application of MCC (see Fig. 2.1). The vertical axis gives the inverse
of the rate constant kT,S across the network TS from the (super)basin S

to T (right) and the free-energy-of-activation ∆G‡T,S from the (super)basin
S to T (left). Because the reactant and the product superbasins of AVE
are well separated by a large barrier, the vertical ∆t-axis is log-scaled to
clarify the timescale relationship among conformers of AVE. The gray area
(0− 30 kJ ·mol−1) is magnified in Fig. 6.5-(a). The horizontal axis gives the
indices of nodes assigned in Fig. 6.1. The most stable structure in each of su-
perbasins {1, 2, . . . , 5}, {6, . . . , 10}, {11, . . . , 15}, {16, . . . , 23} is depicted, and
each orange dashed line indicates to which node the conformer belongs. Each
of four superbasins was found to have a stiff structural motif which does not
change (except structure 22) in the superbasin as shown in a gray shade on
each structure in Fig. 6.1.

Suppose that the system starts from the node i at time t = 0 and it prop-

agates in time through the network: the jth component of n-dimensional

column vector of the initial distribution pt=0 is given by pt=0[j] = δij (δij:

Kronecker delta), and the time propagation initiated at the node i is repre-

sented by P∆tpt=0 = (p∆t[1|i], . . . , p∆t[n|i])T which is equal to the ith column

vector of the transition matrix P∆t. That is, the ith column vector of the

matrix P∆t is interpreted as the ∆t-time propagated probability distribution

starting from the node i at time t = 0. In this article I quantify the similarity
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of any pair of two column vectors of P∆t in terms of Hellinger distance dH ,

which is defined by dH(x, y) := (
∑

i(
√
xi−√yi)2/2)1/2 satisfying 0 ≤ dH ≤ 1

when the vectors x, and y are probability distributions. I regard two col-

umn vectors, e.g., the ith and jth column vectors, (p∆t[1|i], . . . , p∆t[n|i])T

and (p∆t[1|j], . . . , p∆t[n|j])T as the same when dH between the two is smaller

than a certain threshold (I set the value to be 0.05). When column vectors

become regarded as the same at all ∆t longer than τ , τ is identified as the

timescale to merge the two column vectors.

It is found for the Claisen rearrangement of AVE at T = 473.15 K

that the quasi-equilibrium is attained in the reactant subnetwork at the

timescale of ∆t ≥ 10−10.50 s ≈ 32 ps. The column values of the transi-

tion matrix P∆t are shown with ∆t = 10−12.35 s and ∆t = 10−10.50 s in

Fig. 6.3. As seen in Fig. 6.3-(a), at ∆t = 10−12.35 s, two column vectors

Figure 6.3: The column vectors (p∆t[1|i], . . . , p∆t[n|i])T of the transition ma-
trix P∆t with timescale ∆t of (a) 10−12.35 s and (b) 10−10.50 s. The index i
is the same as the node i and its color shown in Fig. 6.1. The equivalence
of the two types of distributions observed at 10−10.50 s was quantified by the
Hellinger distance dH between any pair of the column vectors having i be-
longing to either of subsets {1, . . . , 10} and {11, . . . , 23}, which was smaller
than the threshold, dH < 0.05.

14 and 15 yield a similar probability distribution though the rest do not.

As the timescale ∆t increases, at ∆t = 10−10.50 s only two types of prob-

ability distributions remain as seen in Fig. 6.3-(b), which result from the
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initial conditions starting from any node in the subset of nodes 1-13 (i.e.,

reactant subnetwork) and those from any node in the subset of nodes 14-23

(i.e., product subnetwork). This implies that the detailed information from

which node the system starts in each subnetwork was lost. Because of the

similarity,
∑

j∈Pr p∆t[j|i1] ≈∑j∈Pr p∆t[j|i2] for any pair of i1 and i2 belong-

ing to the reactant subnetwork Re and
∑

j∈Re p∆t[j|i1] ≈∑j∈Re p∆t[j|i1] for

any pair of i1 and i2 belonging to the product subnetwork Pr are satisfied.

By using this relation, one can approximate p∆t[Pr|Re] and p∆t[Re|Pr] from∑
j∈Pr p∆t[j|i], i ∈ Re, and

∑
j∈Re p∆t[j|i], i ∈ Pr, respectively. Then one can

derive rate constants of the rearrangement through Eq. (4.2) by using a pair

of approximated transition probabilities. By checking the convergence, I ob-

tained converged rate constants (with less than 0.001% error) at ∆t = 10 µs,

and I used these rate constants to validate the MCC-based rate constants

(see “direct estimation from P∆t” in Fig. 6.4 and Table 6.1).

6.5 Arrhenius Plot

Now let me examine temperature dependency of rate constants of the Claisen

rearrangement of AVE among several approximations; namely, the direct

solution of the overall rate constant from the transition matrix P∆t with

∆t = 10 µs, the MCC-based rate constant (regarded as MCC-based transi-

tion state theory (TST)) assuming ∆t ≈ 13 fs and the equilibrium distribu-

tion π, and the conventional rate-limiting step approximations.[82] Fig. 6.4

and Table 6.1 present the Arrhenius-plot and the estimated pre-exponential

factor A and activation energy Ea, respectively. One can see that the direct
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependency of the rate constant of the Claisen rear-
rangement of AVE at T = 273.15 K, 323.15 K, 373.15 K, 423.15 K, 473.15 K,
and 523.15 K. Each point is calculated by the direct estimation from the
transition matrix P∆t (gray square), the MCC-based TST (black cross), the
rate constant of rate-limiting step (blue cross), the rate constant of pre-
equilibrium assumption (red cross).

Table 6.1: The estimated pre-exponential factor A and activation energy Ea
from the Arrhenius-type temperature dependency (k = A exp[−Ea/RT ]) of
the Claisen rearrangement of AVE. The values A and Ea are estimated by
using least squares method.

A[s−1] Ea [kJ ·mol−1]

Direct estimation from P∆t 6.53× 1010 125
MCC-based TST 6.53× 1010 125
rate-limiting step 3.78× 1011 120
Pre-equilibrium assumption 3.78× 1011 127

estimation from P∆t and the MCC-based TST provide the same quantities

of the pre-exponential factor A = 6.53 × 1010 s−1 and the activation energy
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Ea = 125 kJ ·mol−1. Note that my MCC-based TST is based on a dividing

surface over a given network with equilibrium distribution across which the

passage is the slowest among all the possible cuts, which is the reasonable

definition of network TS of reaction networks. However, if quasi-equilibrium

is not attained in the reactant (and also product) subnetwork before the re-

action takes place, or if the timescale of passage over the second slowest MCC

would be comparable to that over the slowest MCC, the MCC-based TST is

not expected to coincide with the direct solution from P∆t. It should be noted

that the approximation based on the rate-limiting step that is from node 1

to 18 presents a faster rate constant over a range of temperatures (shifted

almost constantly from k evaluated from the direct solution from P∆t and the

MCC-based TST) (Fig. 6.4). The rate constant of the rate-limiting step has

a lower activation energy and a larger pre-exponential factor than those of

the direct solution from P∆t. The pre-equilibrium assumption (classified as

one of the rate-limiting step approximations in this thesis) relies on a single

sequential reaction path from the most stable node (basin) to a saddle as-

sociated with the rate-limiting step reaction through several nodes (basins),

in which thermal equilibria are assumed to attain between any consecutive

reactions.[82] The pre-equilibrium assumption provides an estimation of the

free-energy-of-activation that is derived from the difference between the sad-

dle point free energy for the rate-limiting step reaction and the free energy

of the most stable basin among basins in the reactant superbasin. Table 6.1

tells me that the pre-equilibrium assumption correctly captures the activa-

tion energy but does not capture the pre-exponential factor. The discrepancy

observed in pre-exponential factor A (corresponding to the constant vertical
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shift in Fig. 6.4) is interpreted as follows: A corresponds to ∼ exp(∆S‡/R)

(∆S‡: the entropy change from that of “TS” to that of the reactant state) if

the temperature dependence of the entropy change is negligible.

The larger A in the rate-limiting step approximations suggests that the

entropy loss from the reactant superbasin to the “TS” (note that the defi-

nition of the TS is different from the MCC) is estimated to be smaller than

that by the direct solution of P∆t and the MCC-based TST, both of which

take into account multiple pathways to reach the TS of the reaction.

The activation energy of the MCC-based TST 125 kJ ·mol−1 fairly coin-

cides with that estimated by a gas phase experiment 127 kJ ·mol−1 in Ref. 83,

although the pre-exponential factor A does not. The deviation observed in A

may arise, for example, from the level of the ab initio calculation I used, the

experimental accuracy, and/or the assumption of TST such as no-recrossing

assumption and no significant quantum effect.

6.6 Hierarchical Organization of Reaction Timescales

Here I investigate whether not only the first application of the MCC but also

the second, third, ... application of the MCCs capture multiple timescales

of the underlying complex kinetics by using the direct solution of transition

matrix P∆t with various ∆t. Note that, in some cases, it is more natural to

partition a network into three or more subnetworks compared to cases that

MCC always partitions a network into two subnetworks. I generalize my

scheme by introducing an algorithmic correction (see previous Chapter for

more detail) and call the resultant tree ‘a tree of reaction timescale hierarchy’.
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6.6.1 Hierarchies of Merging

Fig. 6.5 (b) shows the transition matrix of ∆t propagation p∆t[j|i]. The sys-

tem is interpreted as initiating from the node i (at ∆t = 0 s) and propagates

through the network (from ∆t = 10−12.35 s to 10−10.50 s). In Fig. 6.5 (b), each

colored distribution gives the column vector p∆t[·|i] of the transition matrix

at a given ∆t whose color indicates from which node the system starts. As

time ∆t goes by some of the column vectors start to merge. I monitored

time to merge by checking whether the Hellinger distance among a set of

column vectors is less than the threshold of 0.05. The short and long hori-

zontal color bars in Fig. 6.5 (b) represent a set of initial nodes whose column

vectors merge into some single distribution (see also the list of time to merge

in Fig. 6.6).

As an overall trend, the observed order of time to merge in Fig. 6.5 (b)

qualitatively agrees with the information of the tree of reaction timescale hi-

erarchy in Fig. 6.5 (a). The tree not only reproduces the overall rate constant

over the first application of the MCC in the network but also captures the

hierarchical nature of timescales in the network.

6.6.2 Hierarchies of Conformers

The gray circles and arcs in Fig. 6.1 represent a series of short and long

bars appearing in Fig. 6.5(b)-2, . . . , Fig. 6.5 (b)-8. Referring to the con-

formers associated with individual nodes, one can infer the origin of stabil-

ity of conformations. For example, the conformations of the carbon chain

−−CH−CH2−CH2−CHO (indicated by a gray shade in Fig. 6.1) are different
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between the conformers 11-15 and 16-23 in the product subnetwork. The

conformers 11-15 and 16-23 differ with each other in the C-C-C-C dihedral

angle for the −−CH−CH2−CH2−CHO part. The former 11-15 have the C-C-

C-C angle of 174◦-180◦ but the latter 16-23 have that of 60◦-75◦. The rate

constants reveal that the rotation of this dihedral angle is relatively slow.

Likewise, one can also consider the origin of stability in the reactant sub-

network. The conformations of −CH2−O−CH−−CH2 are different between

the conformers 1-5 and 6-10. The MCC-based tree shows that the rota-

tion around the C-O-C-C dihedral angle for the −CH2−O−CH−−CH2 part

is slow. This is consistent to my chemical knowledge that there may be a

n−π conjugation between the lone-pairs of the O atom and the out-of-plane

π-orbital of the C=C double bonds. This n − π conjugation would explain

the slow C-O-C-C rotation observed in the present analysis. My MCC-based

approach can shed light on the stability of conformations by referring to the

classification of their kinetic properties.

6.7 The List of Time to Merge

In this section, I show a detailed list of time to merge as a function of ∆t in

the reaction network of Claisen rearrangement of AVE. Each black or pink

horizontal bar in Fig. 6.6 indicates a set of nodes in a subnetwork S satisfying

dH(p∆t[·|i], p∆t[·|j]) < 0.05 for all i, j ∈ S. For example at 10−11.85s, the black

horizontal bar links nodes 13, 14, and 15 satisfying dH(p∆t[·|i], p∆t[·|j]) < 0.05

for all the combinations of i, j ∈ {13, 14, 15}. The pink horizontal bars and

their timescales are transient timescales at which some of the states merge
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with sharing some nodes. For example, at 10−10.55s nodes 1, . . . , 7 are grouped

together and at the same time nodes 5, . . . , 10 are also grouped together. This

can be interpreted as the two subnetworks (corresponding to superbasins) at

the timescale overlapping with each other by sharing nodes 5, 6, and 7.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of timescales between the MCC-based TST and the
direct observation of P∆t of the isomerization reaction network of Claisen
rearrangement of AVE. A part of Fig. 6.2 whose range of the free-energy-
of-activation is 0 − 30 kJ ·mol−1 is taken on the top row figure. The seven
other row figures show column vectors of P∆t with ∆t = 0 s, 10−12.35 s ≈
0.45 ps, 10−11.80 s ≈ 1.6 ps, 10−11.45 s ≈ 3.5 ps, 10−11.35 s ≈ 4.5 ps, 10−11.15 s ≈
7.1 ps, 10−11.00 s ≈ 10 ps, 10−10.50 s ≈ 32 ps. Initially, i.e., ∆t = 0, the system
starts from the node i (with the same color) indicated in Fig. 6.1. Instead of
showing delta functions located at the node i, line plots, “triangle shapes”,
are drawn for the sake of visual clarity at ∆t = 0 s. The horizontal axis gives
the index of node. The short and long color bars in the seven figures represent
a set of initial nodes (the system starts from) whose column fall into almost
the same in the Hellinger distance less than 0.05, along ∆t = 10−13+0.05m s
where m = 1, 2, . . . , 60. For all the pair of nodes (i, j) within the reactant and
product superbasins I identified the time to satisfy dH(p∆t[·|i], p∆t[·|j]) < 0.05
(see the full list in Fig. 6.6).
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Figure 6.6: The complete list of the hierarchical organization of timescales
P∆t



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, I have newly defined a series of network TSs over a reaction net-

work on the basis of overall rate constants by which one can construct a tree

of reaction timescale hierarchy that can be regarded as a variant of discon-

nectivity graph. The tree can reveal the hierarchical nature of timescales of

reactions/structural transitions buried in the network, e.g., in what timescale

each reaction among subnetwork takes place, and what actually serves as the

TS for each conformational change. I have applied my method to a reaction

network of Claisen rearrangement of AVE. I compared the kinetic properties

of my disconnectivity graph to those of the transition matrix of the rate equa-

tions. It was shown that the MCC-based TST presents a reliable estimation

of the overall rate constant by taking into account the entropic contribution

but also reproduces how each subnetwork starts to merge into a larger one; in

the other words, how many states should be considered at a given timescale.

The reason why my MCC-based TST can estimate the overall rate con-

stants reliably is that the MCC properly assigns an equilibrated subnet-

75
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work. As can be seen in Fig. 6.5 (b)-8, the distributions starting from any

of nodes belonging to the either of the reactant or the product subnetwork

almost converge into the equilibrium distribution within the subnetwork at

∆t = 10−10.50 s.

It should be noted that this is the case that the generalized pre-equilibrium

assumption[84] works. The equilibration is due to a very high free-energy-of-

activation separating the network into the reactant and product subnetworks

compared to activation energies over TSs within each subnetwork. Then, the

MCC should be the boundary between them so that the transition probabil-

ities of reaction between the subnetworks become very small and this equili-

bration is fairly similar to the assumption of my MCC-based TST which is

based on equilibrium distribution. Hence the transition probabilities between

the subnetworks are almost exactly transformed into overall rate constants

by Eq.(4.2). For this reason, the MCC-based TST derives a proper overall

rate constant.

The striking consequence of this present study is to provide a rigorous

definition of network TSs over complex reaction networks on the basis of

MCC. This method avoids a drawback of the spectral clustering method,

corresponding to an eigenvalue problem of the transition matrix, in that

the second smallest eigenvalue is not necessarily present in the MCC.[72–75]

However, it is known that the combinatorial explosion problem is inevitable

for finding two disjoint subnetworks induced by S and Sc to satisfy a clear

criteria such as MCC.[71] Therefore, less rigorous but practical approaches

would also be important for some applications. We have just recently de-

veloped another approach that a node in a network (from which the system
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escapes at the maximum rate constant to another node) is recursively con-

tracted to the neighboring nodes in the network to yield the slowest overall

rate constant over the entire network. [85]

Complex reaction networks[14] have been widely studied to reveal com-

plex kinetics in both computer simulations[7, 11, 21, 32, 37–41, 84, 86, 87] and

single molecule time series analysis [30, 31, 88–91]. One of the most intriguing

subjects is how to take into account multiple pathways to connect any pair of

basins (nodes) and to construct an effective energy landscape free from any

choice of the coordinate into which the energy landscape is projected. The

MCC approach provides me with a natural scheme to represent the organi-

zation of timescales or free-energies-of-activation. Characterizing timescale

hierarchies [11, 41, 86, 87] in molecular systems can tell me the relationship

between (overall) reactions of long timescale and (elementary) reactions of

short timescale (e.g., non-exponential kinetics), and also the relationship be-

tween the underlying molecular structures (when available like in computer

simulations) such as secondary and tertiary structures of proteins and the

underlying complex kinetics, e.g., folding-unfolding. My method is expected

to provide a new framework to enable me to explore such relationship in

terms of the network.
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detailed balance: kijπj = kjiπi, 21

directed graph (digraph), 12

disconnectivity graph (DG), 25

divisive clustering, 30

edge weight: w : E → [0,∞), 12

edge: e(∈ E), 12

energy landscape, 2

enthalpy of activation: ∆H‡, 16

entropy of activation: ∆S‡, 16

equilibrium distribution: π, 21

equilibrium joint probability: π∆t[i, j], 34

ergodic, 24

free energy DG, 25

free energy of activation: ∆F ‡, 16

Gibbs energy of activation: ∆G‡, 16

graph conductance: φ(S) := min
{
w[S,Sc]
w[V,Sc]

w[Sc,S]
w[V,S]

.
}

, 33

graph: G = (V,E), 12

heuristics, 32

irreducible matrix, 13

isothermal-isobaric ensemble, 19

link: e(∈ E), 12

marginal probability vector: pt, 23
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matrix exponential: exp[A], 22

Metzler matrix, 23

Minimum (Capacity) Cut problem, 32

minimum conductance cut (MCC) problem, 34

Minimum Cut (Gomory-Hu) tree, 32

node: v(∈ V ), 12

NPT ensemble, 19

path, 12

period of matrix: σ, 15

periodic, 15

Perron theorem, 14

Perron-Frobenius theorem, 14

point of no return, 18

product: Pr, 17

quasi-equilibrium, 17

rate constant: kij, 16

reactant: Re, 17

reaction coordinate: q‡, 18

reducible matrix, 13

reversibility, 25

ridge, 19

saddle, 19

simple function: χ, 18
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single linkage, 31

sink(target): t, 32

source(start): s, 32

spectral clustering, 35

spectral radius: ρ(A), 14

steady distribution, 24

strongly connected, 12

transition (probability) matrix: P∆t, 23

transition DG, 25

transition probability: p∆t, 20

transition state theory(TST), 15

transition state: TS, 17

transmission coefficient: κ, 18

trivial(unbalanced) cut problem, 32

undirected graph, 12

vertex induced subgraph, 12

vertex: v(∈ V ), 12
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